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ABSTRACT 
      
This case study outlines the plan implemented by The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts 
(PAFA) during the fall of 2011 in conjunction with the opening of Lenfest Plaza and the Henry 
Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition.  Best practices of appeal design and follow-up have 
been researched and noted for comparison to the PAFA campaign. The history of PAFA, along 
with its most recent activities, are described, as well as the next planned steps in the Academy’s 
membership acquisition efforts.   
The case study concludes with data on the return for each appeal, lessons learned, and 
suggestions for future appeals.   
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Introduction 
 
Membership is seen as the gateway to receiving larger gifts for many non-profit 
organizations, as well as a way to cultivate stakeholders in the organization. Membership 
offers benefits to visitors and supporters that help them take advantage, and see the 
importance, of the mission of the organization.  Creating a balanced membership 
acquisition schedule through direct mail, as well as email, can help facilitate turning casual 
donors into larger stakeholders.  Membership enables a donor to give a yearly gift.  Donor 
commitment can grow through membership levels as donors become more involved with 
the organization.  This also enables an organization to increase its mailing list for annual 
fund solicitations each year.  This case study is aimed at addressing the question of how a 
non-profit arts organization plans and implements a successful direct mail and marketing 
membership campaign. 
This case study examines the fall 2011 direct mail and marketing campaign focused 
on the opening of the Lenfest Plaza at The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts (PAFA) 
on October 1, 2011 and the Henry Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition, which opened 
on January 27, 2012 and ran through April 15, 2012.   These two opportunities for 
engagement gave PAFA a robust schedule of programming to promote membership 
through the fall and winter.   The planning of communications is outlined, along with the 
follow-up steps in tracking the investment spent on these direct mail appeals, and an 
assessment of membership direct mail acquisitions. 
The majority of information found in articles and texts on membership programs 
gave advice for pre-established membership programs growth and marketing opportunities. 
Texts and articles on customer relationship management and online communications 
strategies were also researched, since it is felt that these are important aspects to building 
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an all-encompassing membership program as well as planning direct mail and marketing 
communications for membership programs.   
Many of the articles found on membership speak towards the assessment of a 
given program or, more frequently, the lag in new memberships in the slow economy.  This 
includes Keller’s article, "NEA Grows More Strategic About Membership" From Education 
Week.  Also, Stephen’s article, Memberships Lag Behind: Programs bring together 
neighbors, focuses on programming bringing in community, and memberships no longer 
being a focus of support for organizations. 
Membership rarely seems to be the topic of an entire text other than Robinson’s 
The Nonprofit Membership Toolkit, which gives the most in-depth approach to building and 
sustaining a membership program.  It breaks down the steps for integrating, managing, 
expanding, and strategic planning for a membership program.  The integration of a 
membership program involves aligning benefits for members with the mission.  Robinson’s 
text comes with many worksheets that enable organizations to integrate new membership 
goals, or revitalize an old membership program.  
Online sources for membership programs include, How to Create a Membership 
Programs that Rocks from Daily Blog World, which calls out the danger of not having clear 
benefits or momentum, which will hinder the growth of a membership program. The 
National Park Services’ Membership Programs webpage offers an overview of whether a 
membership program is appropriate for an organization, as well as techniques to establish 
the membership program and build and maintain the program in future years. It also offers 
links to examples of membership programs already established.  
In many fundraising texts, membership is covered in a chapter or two that generally 
relates to constituent management and building lasting relationships with donors.  These 
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texts include: Caulkins, Cole and Keiser’s, Intelligent Giving: Insights and Strategies for 
Higher Education Donors, Crutchefield and McCloud’s, Forces for Good: The Six Practices 
of High-Impact Nonprofits, Grace’s, Beyond Fundraising: New Strategies for Nonprofit 
Innovation and Investment (2nd Edition), Greenfield’s, The Nonprofit Handbook and 
Hopkins and Friedman’s, Successful Fundraising for Arts and Cultural Organizations. 2nd 
Ed.   
The information in these texts follows similar lines of the best practices in 
membership programs, such as marketing your program, aligning members’ benefits with 
the mission, renewal processes, and lapsed donor asks.  Membership communication 
plans are referred to, but typically in other program marketing sections. 
Other texts based around fundraising that offer information applicable to 
membership programs, marketing, and direct mail appeals are Hart, Greenfield, and 
Johnston’s, Nonprofit Internet Strategies: Best Practices for Marketing, Communications, 
and Fundraising Success, Putnam’s, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American 
Community, Reichheld’s, Loyalty Rules!: How Today's Leaders Build Lasting Relationships 
and The Loyalty Effect: The Hidden Force Behind Growth, Profits, and Lasting Value, 
Scott’s, The New Rules of Marketing and PR and Warwick’s, How to Write Successful 
Fundraising Letters :Sample Letters, Style Tips, Useful Hints, Real-World Examples.  
These texts and articles have information on what is important to emphasize in writing an 
appeal or marketing plan, and what organizations should do to keep members renewing.   
The texts and articles found on customer relationship management were not 
specifically aimed at membership programs or non-profit organizations but had extensive 
information that any organization would find valid when making information technology and 
e-communications decisions.  Bligh and Turk’s, CRM Unplugged: Releasing CRM's 
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Strategic Value; Electronic Customer Relationship Management published by M.E. Sharpe 
Inc.; Kurzweil’s Eternal E-Customer: How Emotionally Intelligent Interfaces can Create 
Long-Lasting Customer Relations; Stone and Foss’s, Successful Customer Relationship 
Marketing: New Thinking, New Strategies, New Tools for Getting Closer to Your 
Customers; Tillett’s Nonprofits Explore Benefits of Web CRM from Internet Week; and 
Tsai’s, Helping Hands: The Nonprofit Sector Needs CRM More than it Knows, but its 
Relationships are with Donors, Members, Or Activities--and Technology is Rarely a Cause 
Worth Fighting for. Will the Low Cost of on-Demand Solutions Finally Allow Nonprofits to 
Embrace CRM? emphasize the importance of keeping good records when working with 
customers on a long-term basis, in a similar way to membership.  Good customer 
relationship management strategies, such as allowing constituents to communicate with the 
organization via website portals for renewals or sign-ups, give organizations the ability to 
assess and analyze their growth or decline to make decisions on programming and 
marketing in the long run.   
Although membership programs are touched on briefly in most texts and articles, 
and direct mail appeals as a subject, even less often, the information found created a 
general base of knowledge of membership programs and their appeal strategies.  The 
following texts provided the benchmarking data for the PAFA direct mail appeals:  Hopkins 
and Friedman’s Successful Fundraising for Arts and Cultural Organizations and the 
American Museum Membership Conference 2010 Survey Results, compiled by the 
research firm Campbell Rinker reflecting “responses of 88 museum respondents.” 1 These 
benchmarking materials were very important in the analysis of PAFA’s fall membership 
acquisition campaign.  As membership programs vary from organization to organization 
and members are motivated to join or give for many different reasons, test appeals are 
                                                          
1  See Appendix D 
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important to see what is being responded favorably to.  General benchmarking guides help 
an organization like PAFA project areas for growth, as well as what areas may be lacking 
and may need more reinforcement by membership program staff.   
Overall the literature base applicable to membership programs for non-profit 
organizations seems to be dispersed among texts for fundraising, customer relationship 
management, and general articles focusing on the decline of arts and culture member 
initiatives. As common as membership direct mail appeals are in today’s museum 
environment, most of the larger scale campaigns are run by consulting firms, whose 
knowledge on the subject is based on testing and results from prior direct mail appeals.  It 
is important for organizations to look around at the direct mail appeals that have been sent, 
and to base their decisions on what tactics they feel worked best for similar organizations 
or their own, and keep in mind the current benchmarking materials that may be available to 
them.  
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The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts 
Founded in 1805 by artist Charles Willson Peale, PAFA is the nation’s oldest 
museum and school.  Today, the Academy continues to focus on its founding mission of 
collecting, teaching, and exhibiting fine art in America.  The Academy has the rare 
combination of being a top quality school of fine arts, and housing one of the three best 
collections of American art in the world. Together, these features provide visitors and 
students with a truly unique experience. PAFA is one of the earliest, continuously operating 
public arts institutions in the world. The Academy’s original building on Chestnut Street was 
designed by John Dorsey and opened in 1806. 
The first honorary member of the Academy was the Pennsylvania painter Benjamin 
West. West succeeded Sir Joshua Reynolds as the second president of the Royal 
Academy of Art in London, the institution on which the Pennsylvania Academy was 
modeled. After two hundred years, the Academy has behind it a formidable history of 
training many of the country’s finest artists, and assembling one of the major survey 
collections of American art in the world.  In 1857, the leaders of the Academy resolved that 
its doors should be open to people of all racial and cultural backgrounds on equal terms. 
Currently the Academy offers BFA, Certificate, MFA, and Post-Baccalaureate 
programs, with majors in Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, and Sculpture.  In addition, the 
Academy offers a full range of Continuing Education and Public Outreach programs. 
Many of the nation's most influential artists were founders, teachers, or students at 
the Pennsylvania Academy, including Charles Willson Peale, William Rush, Thomas Sully, 
Thomas Eakins, Thomas Anshutz, Mary Cassatt, Cecilia Beaux, William Merritt Chase, 
Henry Ossawa Tanner, Charles Grafly, Maxfield Parrish, Robert Henri, John Sloan, William 
Glackens, Everett Shinn, George Luks, Violet Oakley, Arthur B. Carles, Daniel Garber, and 
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Robert Gwathmey.  The Academy sets itself apart from other schools of fine art by 
providing all third and fourth year Certificate and BFA students, and all MFA and Post-
Baccalaureate students with an individual studio space.  In addition, students at the 
Academy have the unique benefit of learning from working artists and having access to the 
Academy’s permanent collection and rotating special exhibitions as an aid to their studies. 
During its long history, the Academy has produced many of the country’s finest 
realist artists. The institution has also been associated with new directions in American art: 
Ashcan School painters and modernists included such Academy alumni as John Sloan, 
Robert Henri, Arthur Carles, John Marin, Charles Demuth, Charles Sheeler, and Mort 
Schamberg. More recently, PAFA was associated with the revival of realist and figurative 
work in the 1960’s and 70’s, as exemplified by faculty members Sydney Goodman and Ben 
Kamihira. Building on the serious study of the human figure and of nature, Academy 
students have contributed to the redefinition of European traditions in fine arts, and they 
continue to play a leading role as contemporary interpreters of traditional forms.  
The Academy’s permanent collection ranges from colonial masters such as Robert 
Feke, John Singleton Copley, and Benjamin West, to major contemporary artists including 
Richard Diebenkorn, Red Grooms, and Bill Viola.  The rotating special exhibitions reflect 
the same balance, with a diverse mix of shows. 
The Academy’s commitment to its students, and the visiting public, has not gone 
unnoticed.  In 2005, the Academy was awarded the National Medal of Arts. The National 
Medal is the highest recognition given to artists, arts organizations, and patrons by the 
federal government. The Academy was the first visual arts institution to be awarded the 
medal since its inception in 1984. 
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PAFA is accredited by the American Association of Museums, a prestigious 
recognition of achievement accorded to fewer than 4% of museums in the United States.  
"Of an estimated 20,000 museums nationally, only 777 are currently accredited."  - Ford 
Bell, president of the American Association of Museums, in a letter to PAFA President and 
CEO David Brigham.2 
In 2005, the school and museum celebrated their 200th anniversary.  PAFA’s studios 
and offices moved to 128 North Broad Street at this time, leading the way for Lenfest Plaza 
to occupy Cherry Street. This connected the two buildings and created a campus and 
public area for students and the general public.  The collection continues to grow with 
donations such as the Linda Lee Altar’s collection of artwork by women as PAFA brands 
itself as, “the start of the museum mile.”   
PAFA is in proximity to the start of the Benjamin Franklin Parkway, which has many 
popular museum venues, and with the opening of the Barnes Foundation has become a 
mile of Philadelphia’s finest arts and culture venues.  With PAFA’s deep history in 
Philadelphia in the arts, and its location, the tag line of, “the start of the museum mile” suits 
the organization in more ways than one.   
The 2005 move of offices and studios to a new building provided a new gallery 
space for rotating exhibitions, along with more studio space for students and larger offices 
for administration.  The new Samuel M.V. Hamilton building includes three floors of 
exhibition space, a floor for school and museum administration, and seven floors for studios 
and classrooms.  This move vastly increased the amount of space for students’ studios as 
well as common space used by the faculty and students, and also increased the yearly 
student capacity in the MFA, BFA, and Certificate programs.     
                                                          
2 Credit: PAFA Grants Department (2011) 
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Cherry Street was originally the division between the Historic Landmark Building 
and the new contemporary Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building.  With the consent and partial 
funding from the city of Philadelphia, Lenfest Plaza was built and officially opened to the 
public in a ceremony on October 1, 2011, creating a plaza for the use of the students and 
public.  
Lenfest Plaza is a public space that takes up a portion of Cherry Street leading up 
to the newly renovated Pennsylvania Convention Center.  This project was funded by 
Marguerite and H.F. “Gerry” Lenfest, the city of Philadelphia, as well as others. This space 
connects the two PAFA buildings, showcases a 51 foot Claes Oldenburg sculpture, creates 
an outdoor common area for students and the public, and has an outdoor exhibition space 
that began rotating exhibitions in the late fall of 2011.  This expansion has made PAFA a 
landmark on the north side of Broad Street, drawing tourists down from the South Broad 
Street Avenue of the Arts and the Benjamin Franklin Parkway museums.   
PAFA has the unique situation of cultivating stakeholders through the school of fine 
arts, as well as the museum and its collection of American artwork.  The 2012 and 2013 
fiscal years have many opportunities of engagement through the opening of Lenfest Plaza 
and the newest galleries bringing more attention through their rotating exhibitions of artists 
such as impressionist Henry Ossawa Tanner, and the contemporary American painter Eric 
Fischl. PAFA has many exciting programs to base its acquisition mailings on throughout the 
next few years that will entice more of the community to start supporting one of 
Philadelphia’s hidden gems.   
As the oldest museum and art school in the United States, PAFA has a variety of 
supporters across the country from alumni to casual supporters of American art.    New 
tactics of approaching students, past and current members, alumni, museum visitors, and 
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museum supporters have been developed to help them understand that membership is a 
way of supporting the museum and school.   Direct mailings through traded lists and an 
aggressive marketing and branding plan can help establish PAFA as an important cultural 
entity within Philadelphia’s travel and leisure activities.  PAFA’s new tagline, “See For 
Yourself” is now a challenge to Philadelphia to come see what this wonderful piece of 
history is all about.   
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Membership at PAFA 
 
Currently PAFA has approximately 2500 membership households that are current 
through the 2012 fiscal year.  This includes Student, National, Individual, Family, Patron, 
and Benefactor members.  This has grown from 2155 membership households that were 
current through the 2011 fiscal year.  With steady growth, PAFA projects that they will have 
3,000 household members by the start of fiscal year 2013.   
Figure 1.1: Membership Levels and prices 
Membership Cost 
Student  $20  
National Household $30 
Individual  $55  
Family  $80 
Friend  $150  
Patron  $300  
Benefactor  $500 
Peale Circle: $1,000 plus 
 
All members receive unlimited admission to the Historic Landmark Building and The 
Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building, 10% off at the Museum Café, and 10% off or more 
depending on membership level at the Museum store PORTFOLIO. Members also receive 
invitations to members’ only tours, events, and exhibition preview receptions, including 
PAFA After Dark, Open Studio Night, the Annual Print Sale, and the Annual Student 
Exhibition. In addition, they are given a subscription to Preview Newsletter (published 3 
times a year), Monthly E-Preview (an email newsletter), discounts on ticketed lectures and 
programs, and free admission to the Art-at-Lunch series. 
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PAFA’s current membership renewal system is a four-step notification process via 
email and paper mail.  Members are notified two months before their expiration date by 
email, if it has been shared with the organization. They receive an email reminder that their 
membership is about to expire soon, with an upgrade solicitation.  They are also emailed 
the month after their expiration with a “last chance to see our exhibit free” email with no 
upgrade language.  Paper letters are sent the month prior, as well as the month of 
expiration, to those who have not shared their email information.  Letters have a tear off at 
the bottom of the page, and have variable text encouraging members to upgrade based on 
their current level of membership.  Student, Individual, and Family members are 
encouraged to upgrade to the Friend level, while Friends are asked to upgrade to the 
Patron level, and Patrons to the Benefactor level.  Benefactors are solicited at the Peale 
Circle upgrade level for renewal.  The Peale Circle offers extended benefits and events 
beyond the regular membership, and ranges from $1,000 - $50,000 annually.  
Membership at PAFA can be purchased through the website, through the mail, by 
phone, or in person at any museum store or front desk location in either building.  Typically 
in the store, memberships are grouped with a giveaway of items correlating to the exhibit or 
regular PAFA merchandise.  Gift memberships can also be purchased at all of these 
locations, and are sent with a PAFA mug and welcome packet. 
All memberships, whether purchased through the Development office or store, are 
entered into the database.  This database helps keep track of emails and mailing lists 
throughout the month as well as renewals.  The database also helps keep track of PAFA’s 
membership numbers through the number of households who hold current memberships, 
as well as revenue goals.  This spring, PAFA made the switch to a new database that will 
be able to track upgrades, renewal responses, and direct mail and member attendance in a 
more robust way than ever before.  This conversion will help the membership manager and 
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Development department more accurately follow trends in membership, and adjust 
programming and appeals to the information in the database. Currently PAFA is unable to 
accurately assess membership trends from the old database as intensely as it would like, 
which may have helped in these direct mail appeals. 
  In the past, PAFA would only do one small to midsize membership acquisition a 
year to lapsed members, along with a smaller borrowed list. 3 This acquisition would 
typically see about a one to three percent return.  This return rate was summarized by old 
reports, but due to the nature of the database it is hard to report concrete numbers.  This 
year, the Development department budgeted for a more robust acquisition plan and two 
large membership direct mail acquisitions coinciding with significant events and exhibitions, 
along with one smaller acquisition in the spring focusing on lapsed members, and several 
“upgrade” events for current members. These “upgrade” initiatives included Patron 
members’ complimentary admittance to Continuing Education’s evening lecture series, and 
events like Members’ Morning tours open to Friend level and above members.   
The American Museum Membership Conference released a report4 that breaks 
down survey questions that attendants were asked, by type of museum and membership 
household size.  When comparing PAFA to other museums of similar size and scale, the 
Academy falls in line with having a primarily regional membership base, cost of admission 
falling between $10.00 and $14.99, and having at least seven different types of 
membership categories.   
Thirty-three percent of art museums, the highest within this category in a twelve-
month period, had active household memberships ranging 2,500 – 9,999.  PAFA falls to the 
lower end of this number, and continually appeared to trend in the lower end of this 
                                                          
3 See Appendix C for examples of past appeal mailings 
4 See Appendix D for AMMC report 
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category in comparison to other art museums.  For one third of art and general museums 
falling in this 2,500 – 9,999 household category, the most populated membership level was 
the $75- $99.99 level.  This is true with PAFA’s Family level membership receiving the 
highest retention, renewal, and join numbers.  
PAFA raised its membership prices $5.00 at the Individual and Family levels within 
the past year, and 12% of art museum and 13% of museums with similar size membership 
numbers had also raised their prices in 2010.  Given the economic situation, PAFA’s 
increase was minimal and did not seem to affect retention rates, but did boost membership 
revenue goals.  Membership gross revenue for PAFA, as well as 80% of similar sized 
membership programs is less than $250,000 a year.  This revenue goal makes sense for 
most of the museums this size, due to the largest membership categories and their annual 
fees.  Currently PAFA has a revenue goal of $200,000 for the membership program, raised 
from last year’s $180,000 revenue goal.  32% of art museums’ revenue lines for 
membership increased, 40% decreased, while 23% stayed the same during 2010.   
PAFA’s membership expense budget for the 2012 fiscal year is $97,500.  This 
includes direct mail appeals, postage, membership brochure printing, and $46,000 for 
membership events.  $36,000 of this membership event expense is directly related to PAFA 
After Dark, a program planned by the Museum and Development departments as a 
membership benefit.  Roughly one-third (32%) of art museums and 50% of museums with 
similar membership size also fall within this $100,000- $499,999 budget category according 
to the AMMC report.  PAFA falls at the lower end of this section, which follows the same 
trends as the other categories showing that the goals and budgets are in line with the 
membership size.  With PAFA trending towards the low end of revenue and expense 
budgets, it shows they are consistent with their numbers and goals, as well as expenses.  
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According to the survey, museums are split on paying a sales commission or 
incentive for on-site membership sales.  PAFA does have an incentive program for its 
museum store employees, but this does not extend to the Development staff.  The front 
desk staff of the museum and gift shop is considered part of the Visitor Services 
department, which falls under the direction of the Museum Program Director and Museum 
Director.  In most museums with membership programs that shared this information, 
neither felt this type of incentive had a significant boost on sales annually. 
Most museums with similar sized membership households send three renewal 
notices during a renewal period to each household.  PAFA has a four-notice process 
utilizing email and regular mail. Almost all (98%) of the museums surveyed include email in 
their renewal process.  Knowing that some constituents do not use email or choose not to 
share it with the organization, it is important to include both paper and email renewals in a 
system.  
This year PAFA is slightly above (average?) in membership direct mail acquisitions 
than art museums, and museums of similar membership household size.  Roughly one-
third (32%) of Art and 50% of museums with 2,500-9,999 household members send one 
direct mail piece per year.  PAFA has followed this trend in past years, but in 2011 due to 
programming it was decided that two appeal mailings would be beneficial.  Both of PAFA’s 
appeal mailings are less than 50,000 pieces, which is common for both art museums and 
similar sized organizations.  In 2010, most museums decreased their acquisition mailing 
numbers and budgets to cut back costs.  Return on investment rates are typically very low, 
which means decreased mailings will also see decreased returns.  An example of generally 
accepted return on investment rates from the Robinson’s Membership Toolkit can be seen 
below: 
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Lapsed members: 1% to 3% 
In-house prospects: .5% to 1.4% 
Exchanged Lists: .6% to 1.3% 
Rented member or donor lists: .5% to .9%, (Robinson 2003, 176-177) 
 
Over 80% of art and similar sized museums also send their members annual fund 
solicitations.  Around 60% send upgrade campaigns, while less than 20% send multiple 
appeals throughout the year.  PAFA does send annual fund appeal mailings to general 
members, while upgrade campaigns are done quarterly and are typically grouped into 
renewal letters to cut down on mailing costs.   
About half of the museums in all categories answered that acknowledgements are 
sent weekly.  PAFA’s acknowledgments are pulled bi-weekly and are done in-house.  While 
18% of all museums outsource their acknowledgments, most museums of all sizes choose 
to do them in-house.   Of those that tend to outsource acknowledgements, it is typically the 
small and large sized museums.  Almost all (92%) of all museums surveyed in this process 
answered that they have join or renewing capabilities available through their website.  
PAFA offers the capability to join, renew, or give a gift membership through its website.  
During a high volume show, membership renewals in-house, online, and through regular 
mail are all about equal.  As members and websites become more technologically 
advanced, it is essential to offer many options to renew or become a member so that 
members can join or renew on their own schedule in the way that is most convenient for 
them. 
From this report, PAFA compares with most art museums as well as similarly sized 
museums in budget and revenue goals and slightly above in acquisitions for this particular 
year.  The best practices in renewal notifications, acknowledgments, and acquisition 
mailings are being utilized by a majority of the museums, and sharing this knowledge is 
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helping organizations continue to grow.  PAFA is trying to expand its membership base 
along with its expanding exhibition schedule.  There is still quite a bit of room for PAFA to 
grow within the 2,500 – 9,999 active membership household category, and PAFA seems to 
be following this trend of growth.5 
The next steps in PAFA’s membership growth may lead to seeking a consultant in 
order to grow the membership base.  From analysis of PAFA’s current membership 
database, a consultant can find the gaps in the regional area or demographic, and design a 
plan that can help reach those constituents.  As of spring 2012, the Director of Individual 
Giving began meeting with consultant firms to begin to budget costs for this initiative during 
the fiscal 2013 year starting in June. 
The Barnes Foundation recently hired a consultant to help with advertising their 
move to the Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia.  The results of this type of 
consulting and advertising plan were extremely apparent through online, print advertising, 
and direct mail.  Although this was done on a much larger scale, PAFA would most likely 
benefit from some outside consulting and advertising resources to reach its goals.  As the 
2013 fiscal year draws closer, a consultant has been contacted for direct mailing purposes.  
PAFA’s mission to, “bring together artists and the public through exceptional teaching 
programs” can only be accomplished by getting the public in the door to the museum.  With 
the help of a consulting agency, PAFA can begin to reach a larger population in the 
community with appropriate messaging and tactics.  
 
                                                          
5 See Appendix D for AMMC Survey Results 
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The Direct Appeal Programming 
The Lenfest Plaza 
 On October 1, 2011 Lenfest Plaza officially opened to the public with an all day 
celebration. The Lenfest Plaza Opening began with family activities from 12 pm to 5 pm.  
These activities included art activities and live performances, as well as tables for 
information and activities from other arts and cultural organizations from around the city 
such as the Zoo, and the Fabric Workshop and Museum.   The evening’s festivities were 
kicked off by opening remarks about the Plaza by funders and local city officials, and Claes 
Oldenburg’s Paint Torch sculpture lighting at dusk.  Ticket purchasers for the “Torch Club”, 
a cocktail and dinner reception, then went into the Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building to enjoy 
dinner and the view of the Paint Torch from the second floor of the building.  From 9:30 
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. an “After Party” on the Plaza with locally know Deejay DJ was held, which 
was mainly attended by full-time PAFA students.  
It is estimated that 2,500 people attended the daytime festivities, 350 attended the 
Torch Club Dinner, and 200 attended the “After Party”.  Information from roughly 200 
households was collected through the raffling off of a Family membership throughout the 
day.  These 200 households received a follow up letter, thanking them for their attendance 
along with membership information.   
This event fully celebrated the opening of this plaza, which is now enjoyed by 
students and the public.  The Oldenburg Paint Torch has become an icon on North Broad 
Street, and as the weather warms PAFA hopes to see the Lenfest Plaza utilized even more 
by students and the community.   
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The Henry Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition 
The Henry Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition includes internationally and 
nationally borrowed artwork by African-American painter Henry Ossawa Tanner.  Tanner 
was one of the first African American painters to attend PAFA, and eventually traveled to 
France to paint due to the prejudices in the United States during the late 1800’s.  His 
impressionistic artwork has religious as well as personal themes carried throughout. 
Containing over 100 works, including 12 paintings never seen in the United States 
before, as well as two sculptures created by the artist, this show is the most complete 
Tanner retrospective to date.  The exhibition Preview Party was held on January 27, 2012, 
and included a VIP opening at 5:30 p.m. and a general members opening beginning at 6:30 
p.m. This Preview Party opening and ribbon cutting ceremony conducted by exhibition 
sponsor PECO and Philadelphia’s Mayor Michael Nutter, was attended by 1500 individuals.   
An audio tour was accessible via YouTube for the exhibition, and was narrated by 
Will Smith, Sr. This audio tour was available through personal smart phones as well as 
IPod Touches available through the coat check during the run of the exhibition.  After 
premiering at PAFA, the exhibition will travel to the Cincinnati Art Museum, from May 26 - 
September 9, 2012, and the Houston Museum of Fine Arts, from October 14, 2012 - 
January 6, 2013. 
This exhibition gave PAFA the opportunity to reach out to Philadelphia’s African-
American community, as well as church groups, and individuals who may not have come in 
contact with the Academy museum before.  With four months of museum education 
programming to promote and entice prospective, current, and lapsed members, the Henry 
Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition had many marketing opportunities for the 
Development department to use.   
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The Direct Mail Appeal Mailings and Membership Communications 
This fall has been a tremendously exciting time for PAFA to connect with the 
community and brand itself as the oldest museum and school of art in the United States.  
The fall of 2011 included a new marketing plan, an aggressive membership acquisition 
schedule, and community outreach events that highlighted Lenfest Plaza as well as the 
exhibition of Henry Ossawa Tanner paintings in the winter.  These events and exhibitions 
were perfect opportunities for PAFA to focus membership appeals on, and grow excitement 
around the programming at the Academy.  
PAFA’s first FY12 membership acquisition focused on Lenfest Plaza.  With a mail 
drop date of August 29th, this acquisition mirrored the Lenfest Party on the Plaza invitations 
that were mailed around the same time.  This was a 10,000 piece mailing remarkably 
different from PAFA’s typical acquisition.  A distinct majority (75%) of the distribution list 
was borrowed through the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance list trade program, and the 
remainder consisted of PAFA members lapsed since 2005 and in-house prospects.  The 
GPCA list trade program lets members of the alliance request lists from each other for 
mailing purposes.  Lists are segmented, and the institution that the list is borrowed from 
must grant approval before any list can be used.  In most cases, the lists are sent directly to 
the printer or mail-house that the appeal is going through, and coded to track return 
numbers.  PAFA’s 200th anniversary was in 2005, as well as the celebration of its move to 
128 North Broad Street.  The Development staff felt that those who joined in 2005 would be 
interested in a new project involving PAFA’s growth, so this would be an excellent starting 
point for building an in-house list. 
The Lenfest Appeal Mailing consisted of an appeal letter with a tear-off reply at the 
bottom of the page, a buck slip with membership benefits and Lenfest Plaza information, 
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and a reply envelope. 6  The options of this mailing were weighed out with the Marketing 
department to find the most cost effective design and printer for the project.   
In June 2011 a timeline was developed to keep this mailing on track.  The Marketing 
department was consulted because of their involvement in designing and finding printers 
for the mailing.  Below is an adjusted timeline of the design and printing process that 
included setbacks, with production and first and last return dates for the appeal. 
 Lenfest Appeal Timeline 
June: Began planning appeal 
July 1st,Meeting as a department to decide what will go into the mailing. 
Examples of other direct membership appeals from other organizations were 
brought in for comparison. Decisions on an additional buck slip were made.  
July 5th, Conference Call with Allison Rooney, direct appeal letter writer 
Allison was hired to write the Lenfest Membership Appeal as well as the December 
Appeal, which lowered the cost for both appeals.  
July 18th, planning meeting with Marketing to price out printing cost.  
This meeting was for the August Lenfest Membership Appeal, September Annual 
Fund Appeal, Nov. Annual Fund Appeal, and December Members Acquisition. A 
decision to go with a window envelope, reply envelope, buck slip, and letter with 
Lenfest Party invitation graphics were just starting to be sketched out. A request for 
pricing was sent to several printers and mail houses by the Marketing department. 
July 25th, to in-house graphic designer:  
Specifications of pricing came back and a printer decision was made. 
All design work was to be sent to printer by August 8, 2011 
August 10th: issue with printer, different envelopes may need to be ordered or reply 
envelopes will have to be folded. Cost of this issue is being worked out  
August 11th: Decision to fold reply envelopes is made.  
August 13th, Proofs of print project arrive at PAFA. 
August 29th, Drop date of mailing to the post office.  
September 4, First appeal returned 
December 16, Last appeal returned  
 
A preliminary budget for the Lenfest appeal was approved in May of 2011 for the 
next fiscal year.  This budget was the basis for planning this appeal and the Development 
department, despite the issues with the reply envelope, managed to stay under budget.   
Budgeting for appeals is included in the larger budgeting process for the whole institution.  
                                                          
6 Refer to Appendix A for Lenfest Appeal Mailing Materials 
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Typically in March, senior staff of the organization works on budgets with their individual 
departments.  Then within senior staff meetings they must “defend” expenditures as well as 
set revenue goals.  In April 2011, these budgets were approved by senior staff, and then 
approved in June by the PAFA Board of Directors for the fiscal year beginning July 1st.  
Figure 2.1: Budget for Lenfest Appeal Mailing 
Expense Budget Actual Expenses 
Direct Mail Printing $5,000  $4,837.58  
Postage $1,500  $1,076.97  
Copywriter $1,000  $650  
Incidental (Print Fixes Etc.)   $562.50  
Total $7,500  $7,127.05  
 
By taking the lowest and the highest estimates for return on the Lenfest appeal 
mailing, we can project PAFA’s return on investment with the ROI projections from 
Robinson’s membership toolkit.  The Lenfest appeal was focused on members joining at 
the Family level, although options for joining at the Friend and Patron levels were also 
included.  This return on investment chart takes the lowest and highest percentage of 
return multiplied by the Family level pricing to find the high and the low estimates of 
monetary and numerical return.  Revenue goals for these appeals were not defined 
specifically in the organization’s budget, but the overall membership revenue goal took into 
account growth through these appeals.  
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Figure 2.3: Return On Investment Chart for Lenfest Plaza Direct Mail Appeal 
(10,000 piece mailing) 
Percentage 
of Mailing 
Low Return 
Estimate 
High 
Return 
Estimate 
Lapsed members: 1% to 3% 25% 25 75 
In-house prospects: .5% to 
1.4% 5% 2.5 7 
Exchanged Lists: .6% to 1.3% 70% 42 91 
Total Possible Returns   69.5 173 
Estimation of Revenue   $5,560  $13,840  
(If joining at Family Level) 
Looking at the appeal expenses again, we can see that in order for this appeal to 
break even, PAFA would have had to do better than the lowest return numbers.  Not only 
will this cover the costs, but also it will build the membership lists for the future years.  With 
the costs of the appeal writer, printing, and postage, this mailing would need to bring in at 
least $5,127.05 to cover the mailing costs.  Along with the Lenfest mailing there were an 
additional number of new members who joined through mail and the website.  These new 
members can also help defray the costs of the mailing, but should not be counted against 
the revenue goal of this mailing for assessment reasons.  From the numbers as of 
12/6/2011, it is apparent that this mailing’s return did not do as well as expected. 
Figure 2.3: Actual Membership Numbers during Lenfest Appeal 8/1-12/6 
FY12 Memberships since Drop Date of Lenfest Appeal 
Tactic Amount Revenue 
New and Website Joins 79 $4,825 
Direct Mail Code 48 $3,820 
Renewal 494 $43,895 
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Total Members 8/1 to 12 /6 621 $52,540  
 
Overall, the number of new members from August to December almost doubled the 
number of members brought in through the direct mail.  Below is a breakdown of the 
borrowed and in-house lists and their return rates.  As expected, one of the highest return 
rates was from PAFA’s lapsed members.  The highest return ratio from borrowed lists was 
from the Curtis Institute of Music, while the highest monetary return after lapsed members 
was the Main Line Art Center. Overall, the mailing had a .35% return rate from a list of 
10,285 households. 
Figure 2.4: Return Rate by Borrowed List for the Lenfest Plaza Direct Mail Appeal 
Organization Pieces mailed # Responses Response 
John Bartram Association 552 2 0.36 
Historic Philadelphia 248     
Annenberg Center 478     
Curtis Inst 63 1 1.58 
Fairmount Park Art Assoc List 1 174 2 1.14 
Fairmount Park Art Assoc List 2 31     
First Person Arts 94 1 1.06 
Main Line Art Center 468 3 0.64 
National Museum of American 
Jewish History 449 1 0.22 
Philadelphia Magic Gardens 338     
Please Touch Museum List 1 16     
Please Touch Museum List 2 120 1 0.83 
Please Touch Museum 0     
Eastern State Penitentiary 463 1 0.21 
WHYY 503     
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Historic Society of Philadelphia 94 1 1.06 
Fleisher Art Memorial 802 2 0.24 
Franklin Institute 2,542 4 0.15 
CE 2010 to 2011 533 3 0.56 
PAFA Lapsed Members 1494 14 0.93 
FY 11 Event Attendee 135     
Free Event Email List 408 1 0.24 
Kids Camp 280     
  10,285 37* 0.35 
* 10 additional memberships were attributed to the appeal with no list code attached. 
An additional breakdown on returns from this appeal is by category, which can be 
seen below.  The Individual membership category did the best, with the Family membership 
category coming in second.  It was gratifying to see some memberships coming in at the 
Friend and Patron levels, as they offer additional benefits and strengthen the revenue 
numbers.   This high return of Individual memberships was surprising since the appeal 
focused on family events and programming.  
Figure 2.5: Response by membership category for Lenfest Plaza Direct Appeal: 
Category Number of Membership Total 
Individual 23 $1,260 
Family 17 $1,360 
Friend 4 $600 
Patron 2 $600 
TOTALS 47 $3,820 
 
The second direct mail campaign planned for the fall of 2011 was the Henry 
Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition direct mail appeal, with a planned drop date 
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around October 30, 2011.  This mailing consisted of 30,000 pieces from in-house and 
borrowed lists.  PAFA was hoping to include borrowed lists from the Barnes Foundation as 
well as the Philadelphia Museum of Art, but was turned down due to the high volume of 
mailing those museums were conducting at the same time.   
 Lists of prominent African-Americans nationally, local churches, and prospects from 
the prior Barkley Hendricks and similar exhibitions were solicited with this mailing.  This is a 
wider but also more select audience that PAFA reached out to for membership, relying 
heavily on the exhibitions programming to draw them in.   Tanner family members, authors, 
lenders of artwork, and prominent African-American figures were being reached out to for 
promotion of the opening reception, while those who have an affinity for impressionist 
artwork and PAFA’s history were reached out to for lower level memberships.   The mailing 
followed a similar format to the Lenfest appeal, with a letter, a separate reply device, 
additional membership and event information on buck-slip, and a business reply envelope 
enclosed. 7  By utilizing the same copywriter and printer, the appeal costs were lower than 
expected further helping the return on investment for the appeal. 
A similar timeline to the Lenfest Appeal was used for this mailing, estimating a late 
October drop date into mailboxes.  This date was pushed back to late December due to 
setbacks that included image approval by the museum, list approval through the borrowed 
lists, list purchases, and utilizing a suppression list for the mailing.  Suppressions lists help 
organizations not duplicate their efforts of mailing as well as stop acquisition mailings from 
reaching current members, due to most of the arts and culture venues having similar 
supporters.  Unfortunately, in the case of the Tanner appeal, the suppression list had some 
issues and this mailing did reach current members who took advantage of renewing their 
membership at the Tanner Appeal discount rates.   
                                                          
7 Refer to Appendix B for Henry Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit Exhibition Appeal Materials 
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 Once again, the Development department worked with the Marketing department to 
price out printers and mail houses for this appeal.  This additional effort with printers helped 
the organization stay below budget, even with the purchase of a mailing list.  This 
purchased mailing list was about 14,000 names and had an exceptionally high return in 
comparison to the borrowed lists.   
Figure 2.6: Budget for Henry O. Tanner Appeal Mailing 
Expense Budget Actual Expenses 
Direct Mail Printing $15,000  $14,053.80 
Postage $4,500 $3,195.97 
Copywriter $1,000  $650  
Incidental (Print Fixes Etc.)   $224.75  
Total $21,500 $18,124.52 
 
Below, the formula from Robinson’s Membership Toolkit was used to project the 
return on investment for the appeal.  These projections were not calculated by PAFA in-
house before the mailing, but expectations for this mailing fell within these numbers by the 
department.  Because returns can vary from the type of appeal to the time of year, the 
importance of testing appeals is crucial to finding out how constituents, as well as borrowed 
lists, may respond.  In this case, having two mailings unusually close together helped PAFA 
compare both within a shorter timeframe that is typically not possible in organizations.   
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Figure 2.7: Return On Investment Chart for The Henry Ossawa Tanner Direct Mail Appeal 
(29,515 piece mailing) Percentage of Mailing 
Low Return 
Estimate High Return Estimate 
Lapsed members: 1% to 3% 5% 15 44 
In-house prospects: .5% to 
1.4% 28% 41 115 
Exchanged Lists: .6% to 1.3% 67% 118 260 
Total Possible Returns   174 419 
Estimation of Revenue 
(At Family level price)   $12,180 $29,330 
 
The Henry O. Tanner direct appeal had a much higher return rate than the Lenfest 
appeal.  This was due to it being a larger mailing, as well the motivating factor of the appeal 
being an extended exhibit through April 15, 2012.  This gave respondents more time to 
have the appeal on hand and respond, and see the exhibit.  The first appeal response from 
this mailing was received on 1/23 and as of 3/27 the last response was received on 3/25.  
The appeal had a total of 209 responses and brought in $16,775 as of 3/27.  Compared to 
the cost of the mailing, the Tanner appeal did much better in return than the Lenfest 
appeal. The Henry Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition itself brought in many new 
members from sales in the store.  A total of 126 new members have joined through the 
website or store since the opening of the show, bringing in an additional $9,312 in revenue.  
Also, having these appeals in such close proximity time-wise most likely boosted the 
Tanner appeal, since the message was reinforced for some with it being a second mailing.  
2.8 Return Rate by List Segment  
(Not all Tanner responses are accounted for due to processing through the website and 
store) 
Segment  
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society 25 
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Winterthur 8 
Philadelphia Magazine 12 
African American Museum in Philadelphia Membership 8 
African American Museum in Philadelphia Special 
Events  
Delaware Art Museum 1 
Winterthur Museum & Country Estate 2 
Woodmere Art Museum 7 
Fleisher Art Memorial 10-11 MEM: Current Members 1 
Fleisher Art Memorial 10-11 PRO: Prospects 5 
PAFA Internal Lists 19 
 
From this chart, we can see that PAFA’s internal lists have done well, coming in just 
after responses from the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.  Surprisingly, the third best list 
was the one purchased list through Target Research group from Philadelphia Magazine.  
As the Tanner Exhibition comes to a close there has been a slowing in the numbers of new 
members as well as responses to the direct appeal, which is typical with the timing of the 
mailing and the exhibition.   
Figure 2.9 Return Rate by Membership Category (as of 3/27/2012) 
Category Number of Membership Revenue by Category 
Individual 77 $3,850 
Family 94 $6,580 
Friend 30 $3,750 
Patron 1 $250 
Benefactor 3 $400 
TOTALS 209 $14,830 
 
The estimated revenue goal of this membership mailing by the end of the Henry 
Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition (April 15, 2012) is $20,000.  This is just a bit over 
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the amount spent on the appeal, but the show has done immensely well with attendance to 
the museum, and many visitors are purchasing memberships on-site, which fall into a 
different revenue goal.  These memberships may have been brought in through the direct 
appeal, but there is currently not a way to track if they came from a borrowed or purchased 
list unless they physically bring the mail piece in with them.  The returns on this mailing are 
also exciting from the number of Friend and above level members that have responded.  
Friend level members offer reciprocal benefits, and museum passes and more ways to 
connect with the members and build a renewable relationship.   As a organization, PAFA is 
extremely happy with the return that the Henry Ossawa Tanner direct mail appeal has 
brought in and is excited about the direction of growth membership is taking at PAFA. 
The Lenfest Plaza opening helped create a sense of urgency for those receiving the 
appeal mailing.  This created an “imaginary” deadline, although households continued to 
join with this appeal through November.   By utilizing an event such as this, PAFA was able 
to showcase the expansion of its buildings and reach out to lapsed members who joined 
during the 2005 opening of the Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building.  The Henry Ossawa Tanner 
exhibition membership appeal was designed to appeal to a different segment of 
households, utilizing the history of PAFA and its role in American art as a driving force.  
With a longer run of January 27th through April 15th, the Tanner appeal has had plenty of 
time for households to join with the incentive of seeing the exhibit. 
Although the Lenfest appeal did not see the return that was expected, this mailing 
reached out to a 75% new audience.  As in most appeals, the message needs to be sent 
more than once, and hopefully this appeal caught enough interest to be built on by future 
mailings. As of 3/30/2012, the Tanner mailing had a much higher return rate, and made a 
better connection to new members and lapsed members than the Lenfest appeal.  This 
showed that constituents respond much better to an extended exhibition rather than a one-
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day event, as well as multiple asks for membership.  Membership pays for itself by multiple 
visits, and the Tanner exhibition is a driving force with that incentive.  
The best practices of direct appeal writing, list segmentation, research, and design 
as well as follow up with electronic correspondence with lapsed members were followed.  
Although it was not possible with the borrowed lists, a follow up email may have been able 
to raise awareness and boost online sales for the Lenfest appeal.  No membership sales 
were conducted through the Lenfest Plaza landing page.  An email with hyperlinks may 
have been a better way to boost sales through the website and landing page in this case.  
The Tanner appeal offered discounted memberships which were available to purchase 
through the website, and was highlighted in a follow-up email to lapsed members.  Most 
memberships via the website were not easily tracked due to the absence of a place to input 
the mailing list code by the purchaser.  This is another issue that will be dealt with in the 
new database implementation.  Although motive codes were used for new members and 
renewals through the website, they may be able to be attributed to the Tanner mailing.   
Many emails and e-newsletters were sent with information regarding the Lenfest 
opening day’s events.   A tactic not used, which may have proven helpful, would have been 
to promote membership among these email blasts as well, perhaps offering an incentive to 
join similar to the Tanner appeal.  
Due to timing and deadlines with the graphic designer, both mailings may have 
benefitted from starting the planning a month or two earlier with the Marketing department.  
Sending the Lenfest mailing out in August did give the constituents plenty of time to read 
over the mailing and perhaps see other advertisings, in addition to seeing follow-up emails 
about the celebration.  By having the mailing drop in mailboxes around Labor Day, they ran 
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the risk of getting lost, but the intention was to give recipients ample time to plan to come to 
the opening event.   
The Henry Ossawa Tanner direct appeal was dropped in mailboxes in the end of 
December, giving these lists four weeks before the members’ opening of the exhibition on 
January 27, 2012.  Starting with earlier planning, having all information to the graphic 
designer, and pricing out the first appeal with printers helped this process along 
considerably.  The approval needed for borrowed and purchased lists are what ultimately 
held this mailing from production the longest.  Lists from the Philadelphia Museum of Art 
and Barnes Foundation were not used as first planned because of the timing of the mailing 
with other direct appeals from these organizations.   
This was also an important factor to remember in planning the next appeal. As other 
organizations plan similar large events and exhibitions, they most likely will use these 
events for appeals as well.  Taking a look at the calendars of other organizations may also 
help Development departments plan their drop dates so constituents are not overrun with 
direct mail for similar events. At this time, a large amount of the Philadelphia community 
has received mail to join as a member of the Barnes Foundation, as well as direct mail from 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art emphasizing the Van Gogh exhibition.   As PAFA continues 
to run membership appeals similar to these two, they will see a greater return as well as 
learn the best way to go about planning these mailings and which lists are most beneficial 
to use.   
The Lenfest and Tanner Appeal mailings helped PAFA see what its constituents are 
replying to and what correspondence they reply with.  Direct appeal mailings are a powerful 
tool for organizations but, as with PAFA’s appeal plan, they are not the only way to reach 
out to constituents and typically work best when multiple tactics are used.  This will be kept 
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in mind while PAFA begins to plan its budget for fiscal year 2013 to see what type of funds 
are needed to bring results that will help the department reach its revenue goals.  
For future mailings with borrowed lists, appeals will most likely be based around 
exhibitions since those show a higher return and have a larger response time.  Having two 
appeal mailings within six months and a “blockbuster” show bringing in many new 
members, PAFA is well on its way to reaching its fiscal 2012 membership goals and 
growing its membership lists.  This boost in constituent information will help PAFA continue 
to reach out to the community through membership and annual fund appeals. As PAFA 
begins a long-range plan for direct appeals coinciding with exhibitions, it will have many 
opportunities to share its message with the community and “ask” them to become 
members, many who have not seen PAFA’s message before. 
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“A strong artistic program is a great advantage in raising funds.” 
(Hopkins and Friedman 1997, 22) 
Conclusion 
 
In order for a membership program to grow through a direct mail campaign, the 
appeal must emphasize an activity or event that the public will respond to.  The success of 
these two direct mail appeals appeared to be related to three aspects, which were 
necessary to the completion of these direct mailings.  These aspects were strong museum 
education programs for the appeals to emphasize, communication among Development, 
Museum Education, and Marketing departments, and reinforcement of direct mail appeal 
subjects through public marketing.  Without the Museum Education department 
communicating their programmatic ideas for both the Lenfest Plaza Opening and the Henry 
Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit exhibition, each department would not have had enticing 
activities to promote to draw the public into the museum. 
Having a strong artistic program helps demand action in response to an appeal.  
Individuals will support something that they see is working, or feel is vital to have in a 
community or society. PAFA chose to focus its two large membership appeals for this year 
on large events and programming.  This was a smart decision to emphasize the new 
projects, expansion, and exciting exhibitions coming up through the fall and winter season.  
When the programs the appeals are emphasizing are exciting and relevant to the recipient, 
it makes selling a membership or giving opportunity much easier. 
When an arts organization has an extensive line-up of programming during a 
season or year, it helps the Membership and Development department support their 
requests for annual fund gifts or membership. Individuals are more likely to give to 
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something they support when they feel connected to the mission, and programming helps 
reinforce that connection.   
Engaging constituents through membership with free admission and tangible 
benefits helps build relationships that keep members renewing, and hopefully upgrading if 
possible.  The Development staff at PAFA works hard to offer new and enticing events for 
members in conjunction with the Museum Education programming based around 
exhibitions, as well as advertise and communicate these benefits to members through 
mailings and appeals such as these.   
 PAFA was able to advertise an expansion of its campus and addition to 
Philadelphia’s public spaces in the fall.  This created a lot of excitement about the 200year-
old art school and museum that is still functioning in a very similar way that it did in 1805.  If 
the opening of Lenfest Plaza did not excite the lapsed members or new constituents to join, 
later in the year they received a mailing advertising an upcoming exhibition.  This reinforced 
the request to join, showed the exhibition programming that supports the mission, and 
highlighted an artist from the PAFA’s past, reiterating its importance in the history of 
Philadelphia’s art education.  The multiple requests, and reinforcement of what PAFA is 
doing in Philadelphia, helped create buzz around the exhibition and build on membership 
joins and renewals.   
Each event in itself pulled in memberships through different incentives.  As 
organizations have a variety of different members with different reasons for supporting, it is 
helpful to have diverse programmatic activities in a year or season to bring in constituents.  
Although the Development staff does not make programmatic decisions, having brilliant 
museum curators and innovative museum staff give the Membership department a great 
starting point to build on.  Having two high profile events that the Marketing department 
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could push to media outlets, as well as direct mailings emphasizing the different kinds of 
support created a robust plan for PAFA to get the word out about its events. 
The communication between Marketing, Museum Education, and Development 
departments was extremely important for developing a timeline for these appeals and 
supplemental emails.  Knowing when advertisements were going public as well as press 
releases was helpful in creating a cohesive direct mailing appeal and advertising schedule. 
In order for a museum to build its membership program, it has to have educational 
programming that supports the mission to motivate individuals to give.  If an organization 
did not have strong programming to offer members, it would make more sense to run an 
annual giving campaign instead of a membership program with higher expenses.  The 
goals of a membership program are to engage as well as fund.  This sometimes seems to 
be forgotten in some organizations where member programming is not focused upon as 
much as revenue goals.   
 In additional to having direct appeal mailings that advertise programming, it is 
important to have an overall marketing plan that direct mail appeals can build on.  With 
Henry Ossawa Tanner: Modern Spirit’s high profile in the Philadelphia media outlets, 
households from borrowed lists may have seen the PAFA message more than once.  In 
general, it is beneficial for organizations to create excitement around the work they are 
doing.  This will help the public want to see what is going on and get involved, and 
hopefully over time become supporters. 
  
At this time in PAFA’s history, with exciting exhibitions and a new exhibition space 
to hold members’ interests, membership should continue to grow to support these initiatives 
of the museum.  This is a way of assessing the approval of the community for the work that 
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the Academy continues to do, but in new, contemporary ways.  As PAFA begins to grow, 
hopefully its membership will continue to grow at the same pace, as PAFA begins to 
advertise more and make itself known in the Philadelphia arts and cultural community as a 
classic and contemporary venue for fine art viewing and education. 
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APPENDICES 
  
Appendix A: Lenfest Appeal Mailing 
Appendix B: Tanner Appeal Mailing  
Appendix C: Additional Appeal Mailings from PAFA 
 2009: Philagrafika 
 2009: Barkley Hendricks 
 2010: Anatomy Academy 
Appendix D: American Museum Membership Conference Survey Results 
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